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MAX-MIN CONTROLLABILITY
FOR TIME DELAY SYSTEM

KWUN, Young Chel

1. Introduction
For linear time-delay systems in the Banach spaces, the concept of 

controllability with constraint has been-studied Chan and Li [2] and 

Par、Nakagiri and Yamamoto [4].

Iq this paper we study max-min controllability problems for a Enear 

time-delay system in a Banach space. These are problems in game 

theory, where in order to obtain a desired state, two persons (called 

playes) can move respective controls in a linear time-delay system; 

a forcing function and an initial function correspond to two player5s 

controls.

Let X and 17 be a reflexive Banach spaces over C or R> with norms 

H - II and II T|u respectively.

We consider an abst호act control system (1) on X with time-delays;

(1) J =瓦2(")+ j 兩(s)z(Z + s) + B(i)u(f) a.e. i > 0

I x(0) = ⑦(s) = gi(s) a.e. s £ [~hy 0),

where g = (时,寸) E X x %(卜사i,이; X), u e L^C(R+]U\ p,q E 

(1, oo), {硏t)； t > 0} C £(U^X) is a bounded operators from U into 

X, Aq generates a Co-semigroup {T(f); i > 0} on X and is a Stieltjes 

measure given by

m 广o
(2) ??(5)= - £x(-8,f](s)1- / &任) 始 s e "，이.

r=l J$

In (2), denote옹 the characteristic function of E and it is assumed 
that 6 V V ‘ • • V 如겅 三 代 Ar € £(X) (r = I,-* ,m) and Ay(-) e
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•乙0一互，이; £(X)). Here and henceforth £(U^X) 
denotes the set of all

bounded linear operators on U into X and also £(X) = £(X,X) is

defined similaxy. Then the delayed term in (고) is written by

m 代

— hr) + J 4r(s)@淮 + s) ds.

Let W(t) be the fundamental solution of (1), which is a unique of the 

equation

W(t)=
« >0,

Then W(€) G £(X) for each t > 0 and W(t) is strongly continuous in 

R+ (e.g. Nakagiri [3]).

If the condition 

(3) 处(.) £ %([-이; £(X)), 1/q + 1/q' = 1

is satisfied, then for each < > 0, the operator valued function I爲(•) 
given by

⑷ 0(s) = / — s + £)吻(。 a.e. s G [一加 이

J-h

belongs to 】妇 ([—，吗 이; £(X)). This follows from the Hausdorff-Young 

inequality. Hence the function

(硏珈。+ /匕0(s)g")ds

(5) x(t-,g,u) = b ds, t>0

I g'(t) a.e. t £ 0)

is well-defined and is an element of C(R+;X). Moreover it is proved 

in [3] that under the condition (3), the function x(t) = z(t;g他)is a 

unique solution of the integrated form of (1) by T(i), i.e.,

(6)

x(t) =T(t)g° + / T(t- s)3(s)u(s)ds

+ / 70-s) / d77(Qc(s + £)ds, 

Jo J-h
t > 0.
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In this sense, this function x(t) is called the mild solution of (1). In 

the system (1), u(t) and gi(s) are called a forcing function control and 

initial function control, respectively. Here we note that gQ = x(0) is 

not considered as a control, we will study the max-min controllability 

by means of mild solution.

The purpose of this paper is to prove the max-min controllability 

results for the abstract control system (1).

2. Max-Min Controllability
For each t>0, ^>0, p>0 and p, q 6 (1, oo), we define the 

constraint sets

U* = {u e 攻([0,圮；U)；||띠|p =( 广'H3s)||5ds)i/zya} 

Jo

and

/o
||gi(s)||gds)S < p}

-h

For convenience, we denote the above linear differential game problem 

by the notation

(g。,席(T), G終),T=[0,圮).

Definition 2.1. The system (g气 席(꼬),애(꼬), 7) is said to be 

max-min controllable if for each initial function control g1 € Gg(꼬), 

there exists a forcing function control u G U：(꼬) such that

:昭= 0.

For each < > 0 we define two operators Sj； U) —> X

and 2%(|—儿 이; X) ——> X by

Btru = [ 1 W(h — S)B(S)Z£(S)d& 

Jo

and

CtG = / U0(s)g'(s)ds,

J-h

respectively.

Put

R = W(切)g。+ %(聘).
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REMARK 2.1. The system (g气I姥0，(藉(2),7) is max-min con

trollable iff, for each initial function control gl E G^(T\ there exists 

some forcing function control u £ U^(T) such that the corresponding 

trajectory

끼0；(g°,g')；u) = W(ti)g。+ Ct.ff1 + Btlu = 0

or

CtA-91) = W(圮g。+ Btlu e R.

Thus, the system (g°, C7^(T), G^(T), T) is max-min controllable iff

CJGRT)) C r

or

{Ct.g1} n R 身) for aU gl e 앵(幻.

To see that these conditions hold, we need the following Lemmas-

LEMMA 2.1. ([4]) IfY and Z are closed convex sets of X* with one 

being compact, then a necessary and sufficient condition that YClZ 0 

is that, for all x* E X、we have

inf < ?/5x* > < sup < > .
昨丫 - zez

LEMMA 2.2. ([4]) We assume that T(t) is compact for all t > Q. 

Then the operators Bt and C( are continuous linear compact operators.

LEMMA 2.3. ([4]) The sets R are compact and con

vex.

Theorem 2.1. The system

(g°,U*(T), G%(7),? = [0,M)

is max-min controllable if and only if

I < 硏切)g°,c* > I 京(/ II矿(s)W*S — s)z*||《 ds)i/p' 

⑺ 7° f0

-p( 1凹(小*僅 ds)S‘

J-h
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for each x* G X*. Where 1/p + 1/q = 1, l/pz + l/qf = 1 and the 

superscript indicates the adjoint.

Proof. From the Remark, the above system is max-min controllable 

iff

{Ct.g1} n / 0 for all e G^T).

Hence Lemma 2.1 and 2.3, it is equivalent to that for any x* € X*、 

we have

(8) inf < y,x* ><<Ctlgl,x* > 
yeR

for each g1 € Gg(T) or

inf < y, 2* > < inf < Ctvgr,x* > .
昨R 砰&君(T)

By symmetry of U；(T), we have

inf < v,x* > = < W^g^x

(9)' 

* > + inf < Bt.uyx* >
住 u$(T)

> —sup < >,=< w(圮g。,**

and

(10)

sup < x* > = sup / < B*(s)W*(ti — s):广k(s) 그 ds 
gg ||u||p<5 Jo 、

6 sup / < — 5)x*；u(5)> ds

ihilP<Vo

=5(厂 ||3*(s)/0i - s)z*||《"加 

Jq

while, by the symmetry of Gg(7), we have

1 鄭“m < &19侦* > = - SUp
Sl€G?(r) gi€G“T)

sup / V U,(s):广)g【(s) > ds

=~p( 此(EI3)".
J-h

=一(11)
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Consequently, by (8), (9), (10) and (11), we have

< W0)g°,z* > 京( / II矿(s)W*(ti - s)a치IS ds)W

(12) Q

-pU Iim)zw'ds)i/g'.
J-h

Replacing x* by —x* in (12),

I <硏切)蛆,虻> I京(广||B*(s)W*(切-小*||春ds)W

Jo

-x/° lis：(s)点Ms)"

J-h

We are going to consider whether there exists a minimal time inter

val which preserves the max-min controllability of the system.

Theorem 2.2. If the system (妒,1吁(7, 애(幻, 7 = [(機打) is max- 

min controllable, then there exists a minimal time interval If = [0,/] 

such that the system (g气 写)is max-niin controllable.

Proof. Let

H = {t& [0,fi]; the system (g* l«(R), G%(R), R = [0,切]) 
(丄J )

is max-min controllable}.

Since 切 € H 구£ 0. Let i = inf H> we 표eed to prove that t E H. 

Suppose the contrary, t E H] then, by Theorem 2.1, there exists 

x* G X* such that

I < > I >3( / ||B*(s)W*(£-s)E*||《.ds)"

(14) Jo n
、丿 rO

_시 阿(瘁祁'妁"
J-h

By definition of t, we can choose a time sequence {Zn} C H such that 

limn_c8 tn = t; and so, for all n, we have

I < W(tn)g°,x* 기 京(「||3*(s)W*(0 - s)站帽* ds)니p'

(比) J° .o

-PU IW：(sgW'dsM',

J-h
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which are continuous in the term tn, thus, passing to the limit as 

n —* oo, we have

I < 时)g。,站 기 京( /'||3*(s)W*(f- s)£*||饥 ds)"

(16) J° .0

-pU IIC(s)*傾 ds)】/q'
J-h

which contradicts (14), and so the proof is complete.

THEOREM 2.3. IfTj = [0, t\ is the minimal time interval over which 

the system (g气乙《(写),写)is max-min controllable,

then there exists a 소* £ X* with ||站||2 = 1 such that

I < 기 京.( 广 ||B*(s)W*(£- s)/*% "/P

Jo

-p( f 昭(s)剛 ds)“

J-h

Proof, Since the system is max-min. controllable, then by Theorem 

2.1, for all x* € X\

I < W(£)"),X* > I 京( /' ||3*(s)W*(£- s)z*||饥 ds)니p'

(17) 7° .o

-X/ 肛牛(由w'ds)i/q'.

J-h

Choose a time sequence ｛比｝ such that tn < t with tn ―> /. By 
definition of £ = min H and Theorem 2.2, for each n, there exist 

0 x* 6 X* such that

I < 匝(拍过志 기〉可 r ||B*(S)W*(tn — 5)坤纣/P’

(18) Jo

~P[C IB£(s)c；；||¥'ds|】/矿.

J-h
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Without loss of generality, we can assume that ||x* |(2 = 1; ot hex wise, 

we can divide (18) by ||x*||2 + 0, and (18) still holds. By reflexweaess 

of X、there exists a convergent subsequence (x*fc} C {x*} such that 

linijb-+ooa;*fc = x*, so that |jx*||2 = 1. Since

I < 时끼W，响 > I >可广 II矿(s)俨(上 -gll% 址，'

are continuous x^k, thus, passing to the limit as E t oo? we have

I < W{l)g\x* > I /' ||B*(s)夜*(£ — s)釣ds]/'

(19) 丿。.o

-Pt 眄3烈如s]"

J-h

Comparing (18) for x* = x* with (19) shows that the equality of (17) 

must hold for x* = £*.
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